Why Flying Start to Literacy should be the
core of your primary school literacy resources.

Your primary literacy resource.

High interest for all readers!

Early – Shared Reading

	There are 332 books in the program ranging from Big Books to chapter
books and the unique Perspectives books for middle/upper primary.

Big Books… for shared reading

	There are fascinating topics and ideas to learn about, funny stories to laugh at,
exciting adventure stories, reports, interviews, explanations, articles, procedures, plays
and persuasive texts. Dramatic photographs and amazing illustrations support the texts.

Your primary literacy resource.

Flying Start to Literacy will ensure success for readers.
	Each student book (304 titles) is one of a connected pair, one informative and one narrative
text. This variety of text types enables the development of a range of reading strategies.

with science and mathematics concepts!

Launch young readers into literacy through rhyme, rhythm, repetition, and
highly predictive texts. Visually appealing, presenting familiar and favourite
topics, these Big Books will be sure to delight your students.

With a roar, roar, roar
and a growl, growl, growl!
We’re scary monsters –
hear us howl !

• Build knowledge of oral vocabulary

The big green monster
knew what to do –
“Watch me make
a hullabaloo !”

	High-frequency words have a high rate of repetition at the beginning levels with a
low ratio of unfamiliar words. Paired books present high-frequency words in different
sentence structures and text types.

• E
 njoy reading and revisiting familiar books
together again and again
• Introduce readers to science and mathematics
concepts through informative texts

Cherries, cherries
for our lunch.
Spit the pips out,
munch, munch, munch.

Eight red cherries
in a bunch.
We’ll have four each
for our lunch.

Hurry, hurry,
dart and dash.
Scurry, scurry,
quick as a flash!
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And a slithering snake
warming in the sun!

At the zoo,
what did she see?
Hippos and elephants,
monkeys having fun.

• Begin to recognise and read high-frequency words

	Every book has been trialled with a range of readers to ensure the books
are at the appropriate conceptual and interest level. Feedback from
the trialling has provided feedback for shaping and modifying each text.

“I don’t like dogs.
They bark a lot
and are very noisy.”
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	Key vocabulary is introduced systematically. Paired books present the
same vocabulary in different text types.

	Text complexity is carefully sequenced to build reading strategies.

“My dog is very smart.
I can teach her to do
lots of different things.”

He said to his brothers
as they walked into town,
“I’m going to pull
all the washing down.”

Use the Shared Reading Collection to:

• Understand concepts of print
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Lower Primary – Guided Reading

	At the beginning and early reader levels the program supports a systematic
approach to the development of phonemic awareness and phonics. All new
vocabulary is phonically accessible to developing readers.

Guided Reading Collection… for small group instruction
Levels 1–30

	Reading and writing are linked. There are many models of writing provided
in the books, and the Lesson Plans include writing as an integral part of each lesson.

Early Emergent Reading Stage: Levels 1 – 2

Emergent Reading Stage: Levels 3 – 6

Early Reading Stage: Levels 7 – 10

Transitional Reading Stage: Levels 11 – 14

Flying Start to Literacy reflects best practice in literacy instruction
and supports the systematic development of reading strategies
and skills in students.

Flying Start to Literacy is a highly supportive program for teachers.

Each student book is one of a pair, written with a different text type and
connected by a concept. Flying Start to Literacy supports teachers with
Lesson Plans and online resources for planning and record keeping.

	The Lesson Plans for each pair of books integrate oral language, vocabulary development,
fluency and comprehension, when appropriate to the reading level. The comprehensive Lesson Plans
also include writing components as an integral part of each lesson. The Lesson Plans are attractive,
durable, accessible and easy to store.

Features of the paired program:
• Key vocabulary is introduced systematically

	Supportive resources for planning and record keeping are available online. These include assessment
checklists, scope and sequence charts, records of reading behaviour and curriculum correlations.
To download, visit www.flying-start-to-literacy.com.au

• A
 high rate of repetition of high-frequency words and a low ratio
of unfamiliar words at the early levels
• Text complexity is carefully sequenced to build reading strategies

www.flying-start-to-literacy.com.au
AUSTRALIA
Phone: 1300 764 276
Email: customersupport@macmillaneducation.com.au
www.macmillaneducation.com.au

Introduce young readers to informative texts

A mix of stories and rhymes!

NEW ZEALAND
Phone: 0508 332 665 or + 649 (0) 972 9428
Email: orders@edify.co.nz
www.edify.co.nz

Flying Start to Literacy is a comprehensive core literacy
program that supports the systematic development of
reading strategies and skills in primary school students.
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Early Fluent Reading Stage: Levels 15 – 18

• P
 honics and phonemic awareness are systematically developed
at the early levels

Fluent Reading Stage: Levels 19 – 24

Fluent Plus Reading Stage: Levels 25 – 30

• Fluency enhances comprehension
• A
 variety of text types enable the development of a range
of reading strategies
• Reading and writing are linked
• Assessment is ongoing to inform instruction

Discover the difference the ‘Power of the Pair’
makes to students' reading achievement.
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Shared Reading

Transitional
Reading Stage

Early Fluent
Reading Stage

Fluent
Reading Stage

Fluent Plus
Reading Stage

Advanced Fluent
Reading Stage
Middle Primary

Advanced Fluent
Reading Stage
Upper Primary

C–D / 3–6

E–F / 7–10

G–H / 11–14

I–J / 15–18

K–M / 19–24

N–P / 25–30

Q–S

T–V

• Establishes a recognition and reading of
high-frequency words.
• Builds knowledge of oral vocabulary.
• Introduces an understanding of print concepts.
• Builds an enjoyment of reading together.

• 48 Student Books – 24 paired books
per level
• 24 Vocabulary Starters – one for each
pair at Levels 1 & 2
• 24 Lesson Plans – one per pair of
books (incl. ongoing assessment)

• Establishes a full range of concepts
about print.
• Introduces common stems and key vocabulary.
• Introduces the first 26 high-frequency words.
• Focuses on phonemic awareness and
introduces letters (common sounds).

• 40 Student Books – 10 paired books
per level
• 20 Lesson Plans - one per pair of
books (incl. ongoing assessment)

• Introduces phonologically regular vocabulary:
all words with short vowels.
• Revisits and extends high-frequency words.
• Reuses key vocabulary.

• 40 Student Books – 10 paired books
per level
• 20 Lesson Plans - one per pair of
books (incl. ongoing assessment)

• New phonologically regular vocabulary is
carefully introduced.
• Key vocabulary is revisited.
• High-frequency words are revisited and
extended.

• 40 Student Books – 10 paired books
per level
• 20 Lesson Plans - one per pair of
books (incl. ongoing assessment)

• New phonologically regular vocabulary is
carefully introduced.
• Language structures become more complex.
• High-frequency words are revisited and
extended.

• 40 Student Books – 10 paired books
per level
• 20 Lesson Plans - one per pair of
books (incl. ongoing assessment)

• Increased complexity of concepts.
• Phonologically regular words now include more
complex vowel combinations.

• 48 Student Books – 8 paired books
per level
• 24 Lesson Plans - one per pair of
books (incl. ongoing assessment)

	After the Shared Reading stage (16 Big Books), there are 9 developmental reading stages
(304 titles) comprising connected pairs of books written with a different text type.
	Paired books address the same concepts, vocabulary and high-frequency
words in different text types and sentence structures.
	High-frequency words are gradually and systematically introduced and
reused at the early levels.

	There is a balance of illustrated narrative and
photographic informative books.

Paired, connected texts at these stages:

• 18 Student Books – 12 paired books,
6 Perspectives books
• 12 Lesson Plans and 6 Perspectives
Lesson Plans
• 18 WorldWise Student Books
• 18 WorldWise Lesson Plans

• Narratives reflect a range of literary devices.
• Explores a range of issues.
• Expanded and less familiar conceptual load.

Lesson Plans
Handy Lesson Plans for practical and systematic instruction
152 Lesson Plans – one for each pair of books (plus 1 for each Shared Reading and Flying Start Perspectives title).
	There are Before, During and After Reading Activities for each book,
plus a synthesising activity focusing on the key concept of both books.
	Each Lesson Plan can be split into four 30-minute
instructional sessions and one review session.
	Each Lesson Plan integrates oral language,
comprehension, phonemic awareness, phonics,
vocabulary development, fluency and writing.

* Levels indicated by letters A–V are comparable to the Guided Reading levels of Fountas and Pinnell

Sequence
• Exploring Vocabulary
• Establishing Strategy Focus
• Reading with Teacher Support
• Working with a Partner
• Quick Write
• Talk A bout the Book
• Vocabulary Reflection
• Strategy Reflection

• Encourage drawing inferences from the text

Vocabulary Starters
Provide direct reading support

	Each Vocabulary Starter introduces the written form of key vocabulary through unambiguous, labelled photographs.

Core questions guide readers in
recognising multiple points of view.

Perspectives texts at these stages:
• Present issues related to the paired texts
• Introduce thinking and talking circles to
promote deep discussion

Lesson Plans for the pair encourage
higher-level thinking and provide
opportunities for students to write in
response both to the text and to their
collaborative conversations.

• Promote close reading

Provides Before, During, and After
Reading guidance for teachers

• Prepare students to write

Flying Start Perspectives
Lesson Plan:
Sequence
• Inquiry
• Independent Partner Work
• Thinking and Talking Circles
• Reading Closely
• Writing a Persuasive Argument

Graphic organisers to extend students’ thinking.

Flying Start Perspectives Lesson Plans
help teachers engage and support students in
critical discussions, assist them in recognising
different points of view, and then to write about it.

Middle/Upper Primary – Content-based Learning
Guided Reading Collection, linked to the science curriculum.

Fluent Plus Reading Stage

Advanced Fluent Reading Stage – Middle Primary

Advanced Fluent Reading Stage – Upper Primary

WorldWise is a high-interest informative literacy program that
encourages inquiry and questioning while extending knowledge
in science and STEM topics linked to the curriculum.
Animals with uncertain futures

	Unique to the Pre-school–1 and the Early Emergent Reading Stage. There is one Vocabulary Starter
for each Pre-school–1 title and for each pair of Early Emergent Reading Stage books.

• Narratives reflect a diverse range of
literary devices.
• Explores a range of complex issues.
• Challenging and less familiar conceptual load.

• Increase the use of more specialised and technical language

Flying Start Perspectives are unique. The
titles contain short texts in a magazine-style
format and include posters, arguments,
discussions, letters, and visual images.

Paired Texts Lesson Plans:

Narrative texts reflect
the big ideas through
their characters and
plots. They feature plots
with sub-plots, nonsequential treatment
of time, and a range of
literary devices.

• Use literary language

• Vocabulary now includes less common letter
combinations.
• Increased conceptual load.
• More complex language structures.

• Increased conceptual load with some less
familiar content.
• More specialised and technical language.
• Increased range of text and language features.

• Support sustained reading with chapter books

Flying Start Perspectives

Issue: Renewable Energy

Informative texts present the big
ideas around a topic. They go beyond
readers’ personal experiences and
include a range of features including
primary sources that support the text.

At the middle/upper primary levels, we continue the award-winning
formula of pairing a narrative text with an informative text both
connected by the same big idea, and introduce a third title to
the pair, a Flying Start Perspectives book.
Flying Start Perspectives presents short, point-of-view texts
exploring the issues raised by the big ideas in the paired texts.
It extends students’ thinking with additional views of the issues.

	There is a wide range of text types – narratives, recounts,
procedures, explanations, reports and persuasive texts.

Flying Start Paired Texts

Guided Reading Collection… for small group instruction
Levels Q–V*

	There is a high rate of repetition of high-frequency words and
a low ratio of unfamiliar words at the early levels.

	Each Lesson Plan includes ongoing assessment
and follow-up activities.

• 24 Student Books – 4 paired books
per level
• 12 Lesson Plans - one per pair of
books (incl. ongoing assessment)
• 18 WorldWise Student Books
• 18 WorldWise Lesson Plans

• 18 Student Books – 12 paired books,
6 Perspectives books
• 12 Lesson Plans and 6 Perspectives
Lesson Plans
• 18 WorldWise Student Books
• 18 WorldWise Lesson Plans

Not just paired, but connected

O L L ABORAT
ENT C
ION

Early
Reading Stage

A–B / 1–2

• 16 Shared Big Books
• 16 Vocabulary Starters – one for
each book
• 16 Lesson Plans (one for each book)

Features of the Program at each
Developmental Reading Stage

UD

Emergent
Reading Stage

Pre-school–1

Contents at each
Developmental Reading Stage

ST

Early Emergent
Reading Stage

Flying Start to Literacy
Levels*

Middle/Upper Primary – Guided Reading

NT INQUIR
Y

Developmental
Reading Stages

Connected Texts

STUDE

Developmental Reading Stages of Flying Start to Literacy

A stand-alone addition to Flying Start to Literacy, using the same best
practice instruction and research base, WorldWise creates a powerful
and effective teaching tool.
It teaches reading strategies simultaneously with natural, earth and
physical science concepts. Lesson Plans establish a reading focus
with explicit links to the science curriculum.

Polar bears are only found in the Arctic Circle.
Their bodies are well adapted to cold temperatures,
and they can move across ice, snow and through
very cold water.
The main food for this large predator is seals.
Seals swim much faster than polar bears, so they
are rarely caught by the bears in the water. But
seals like to come out of the water to rest on the
sea ice. When they sense danger, they quickly
move back to the safety of the water.

Mother polar bear and cub
walking on Arctic ice.

Word-solving strategies I used (check one or more)

	Vocabulary Starters can be read as a book, or displayed as a word bank to support beginning readers and writers.

• Relatable content that will immediately engage students

	On the back of the photographs are
suggestions for building oral, reading
and writing vocabulary, as well as
reading and writing activities
for each book.

• Diversity of the world students live in

Word I didn’t
know or was
unsure of

Reread and/or
summarised

Thought about
what would
make sense

Checked the
letters or letter
chunks

Used glossary,
pictures
or other
information on
the page

Linked to a
word I knew
(list the word)

Other

• Research opportunities with Find out more and Think about
• Links to the science curriculum
• Introduce and revisit themes and concepts across the reading
stages and build on initial concepts with increasing complexity
• A variety of text types

We know that without forces, nothing moves. There has to be
a force from a push or a pull. A ball sitting on a field will stay
there unless some force moves it. Maybe a gust of wind will
push the ball, or someone will kick it, but without a force, the
ball will remain still.

Without sea ice, food is very scarce in the summer.
Many bears will starve before the sea freezes and
they can hunt seals again. Females cannot raise
healthy cubs without enough body fat. Their
need for food brings more bears into contact with
humans, which is often dangerous for the bears and
sometimes for the humans.

During spring, before the sea ice melts, the bears
are able to catch the seals.

Silent Spring

But some forces work without objects touching each other.
These are called non-contact forces.

You can’t see gravity. You can’t smell it. You can’t touch
or hear it. You definitely can’t taste it. Gravity almost
seems like magic.

When you push or pull something you touch it with your hand
or your foot or something else, such as a bat. You make
contact with it.

Of course, gravity is not magic. Gravity is just another force,
and even though you can’t see it, gravity affects almost
everything you do. It’s one of nature’s most basic laws.

Pushing and pulling are contact forces.

Gravity is a force that pulls objects towards each other, even
if they’re not touching each other. The bigger the object, the
more force it exerts.

A kick is one example of a contact force. For a brief moment
your foot touches the ball. Your foot slows down a little and
the ball speeds up a lot. The harder you kick, the further the
ball will go.

selective chemicals that have the power to kill every insect, the
“good” and the “bad,” to still the song of birds and the leaping of fish in
the streams, to coat the leaves with a deadly film, and to linger on in soil –
all this though the intended target may be only a few weeds or insects.
Insects eat the plants sprayed with DDT.
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Small animals and birds eat the insects.

Carson examines a sea
specimen for the effects
of DDT.
9

At the time of Carson’s death in 1964, over
a million copies of Silent Spring had been
sold, and her research helped change the
law. The US Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) was established and
in 1972, it banned the use of DDT in the
United States. Groups around the world
took similar action and DDT was banned
in Australia in 1987.
Unhatched birds’ eggs
damaged by DDT

Many farmers, scientists and chemical companies,
however, voiced strong opposition to Carson’s
book. They wanted to keep using DDT because it
protected their crops and increased crop production.
They said that Carson’s research was inaccurate.

Why aren’t you floating in space? Maybe
that seems like a silly question. But really
think about it. You’re not tied to the
ground. You don’t have magnets on your
feet. Yet you’re not floating in the air, either.
Something is holding you down. What is it?
And how does it work? It’s gravity. Gravity is
why people don’t float off the earth.
15

DDT is sprayed on crop plant.

universally to farms, gardens, forests, and homes – non-

Rachel Carson, Silent Spring

tic Circle
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Silent Spring quickly became an
international bestseller. The use of DDT
and other chemical pesticides became a
public issue, and people started a campaign
to stop their use. As a result, in 1963,
the US government reviewed the use of
pesticides on crops.

These sprays, dusts, and aerosols are now applied almost

Think about …
Arc

The poison cycle

In 1962, Carson published her research findings in
the book Silent Spring. She chose the title Silent
Spring because she wanted people to think about a
world where there were no birds because of DDT.
There would be no birdsong.

You experience non-contact forces all of the time.

The earth is much bigger than
you, so it pulls you towards it
and you don’t fly off into space!

10

Bald eagles and peregrine falcons eat
the small animals and birds.
11
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WorldWise Lesson Plans

Content-based Learning
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• Graphic devices and striking photographs to support the content

Stopping or at least
slowing the increase in
the earth’s temperature
is the only action likely
to help the polar bear to
survive.

Rachel Carson

Gravity

Forces in action: Contact and
non-contact forces

What can be
done?

But the earth is getting warmer. The sea ice
now melts earlier in the spring and freezes again
later in autumn. The seal-hunting season is much
shorter and this is threatening the survival of these
magnificent bears.

The bears use their acute sense of smell
to locate seals. They sneak up on the
unsuspecting seals until they get quite close.
The polar bear makes a violent charge to
grab the seal before it escapes into the water.

Name/s:

WorldWise features:

This season is their main chance to build up the
body fat they have lost during the long winter
hibernation when they cannot feed.

WorldWise

Students will develop strategies
and skills to read informative texts across
Graphic Organiser: Unlocking words
a range of text types while they learn to become informative text writers.
As you read, notice any words that you don’t know, are unsure of, or need to think about. Practise
using word-solving strategies to learn these words.
After reading, check the word’s meaning in a dictionary.

Making things move

Polar bears
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Explanation/Report
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Final reading session

Writing

Building understanding

Bringing it all together

Introducing the book

Choose to have students either read independently or, if they
need more support, to meet with you in a small group

Have students talk about the whole book. Use a range of
questions to promote discussion and higher-level thinking.
Where appropriate, have the students lead the discussion.

Have the students write an explanation, using the prompt:
It’s all about gravity. Provide the students with a template
detailing how to plan and write an explanation. Say:
Explanations answer questions a reader may have. Think about the
questions a reader may have about how gravity affects the way things
move. Think about what you will need to explain about other forces
such as friction and pushes and pulls. What would be an interesting
movement to explain?

Exploring vocabulary

Introducing the reading strategy focus

of nature,
Australia
ry
hulls, invisible, laws
Content vocabula
friction, glide, gravity,
energy, exert, forces,
suspense
acting, cancel, combined,
sledding, slide, smooth,
pull, push, rubbing,
• PS (ACSSU76) Forces can be exerted by one object on another
movement, plunge,
Text features
• PS (ACSSU76) Effect of friction on different surfaces
sidebar, glossary
• Text boxes, captions,
• PS (ACUSSU76) Effect of forces on the behaviour of an object
Reading strategy
word-solving strategies
• Using a range of
New Zealand
• PW: The patterns associated with physical phenomena found in everyday situations involving
movement, forces, electricity and magnetism, light, sound, waves and heat
• PW: The effect of forces (contact and non-contact) on the motion of objects
WorldWise Lesson

Second reading session

Getting started

Ask: What words or phrases would you expect to see in a book about
why things move the way they do? Have the students work with a
partner and record their words on a notepad. Say: When you
are finished, share your list with another pair. Talk about where you
think you would find these words used. If some words or phrases
are not known to all in the group, have the student who
recorded the word explain what it means.

a force
the application of

• All movement
all things
that exists between
objects
• Gravity is a force
and friction to move
must overcome gravity
• Pushes and pulls

First reading session

Support the students in activating their prior knowledge.
Ask: What do you know about what makes things move? If you drop
a ball, why does it fall? Give each student a copy of the book
Everything Moves. Direct them to pay attention to the cover,
and the title and contents pages. Have the students browse
through the book. Say: As you browse through the book, think
about what you know about this topic. What connections are you
making? Have the students discuss their thinking with the
group.

Explanation/Report

Say: When reading books about science, it is not unusual to find words
you haven’t met before or words that have a meaning that is new to
you. Knowing how to work out these words is important to getting the
meaning from the book. Ask the students to suggest strategies
that they can use. List these on a table. Discuss how each
strategy is used and why the students find it helpful.

Reading with teacher support
Say: Read the introduction and chapter 1 to yourself. As you read, look
for any words that are new to you or used in a way you did not expect.
When you have finished reading, be ready to discuss your thinking with
your partner. Monitor the students as they read and support
them where necessary. Have students share their thinking with
the group. Ask: What is a law? How might a rule of nature be the
same as a classroom rule? How might it be different? How does thinking
about this help you to understand what a law of nature is?
Guide the students in filling out their Graphic Organiser.
Say: This Graphic Organiser will help you with your thinking. Think
about the words you have read that are new or used in an unexpected
way. Note these words on the Graphic Organiser. Use one or more
word-solving strategies to work out what each word means, then check
the strategy you used to solve the word on your page.

Independent and partner work
Have the students read chapters 2 and 3 independently.
Say: When you have finished reading, talk about your thinking with
your partner, and then add to your Graphic Organiser. Share your
Graphic Organiser with your partner. On completion, have the
students reread the whole book in preparation for the final
reading session. Say: Be ready to talk about your thinking and to
discuss your questions and wonderings with the group.

Reading with teacher support
Say: Get yourself ready to read by thinking about what you have
already read about how the laws of nature apply to how things move.
Have the students read chapters 2 and 3 to themselves. Invite
the students to ask questions about what they have read.

In space, there is hardly any gravity or air friction. How would this
affect your movements? What would happen to a ball thrown from a
spaceship? (Inferential)
What forces work on a bird flying through the air? What forces act
on a fish swimming up a river? How does understanding the way in
which gravity and friction affects objects help you to move things?
(Synthesising)
What purpose did the writers have when they wrote this book? How do
you know? The writers used examples such as roller-coaster rides and
sailing. Do you think these were good choices? Why? (Critical)

• Teach reading strategies simultaneously with science concepts

Going beyond the book
Have students demonstrate their understandings by choosing
one or more of the following tasks. The tasks can be completed
independently, in pairs or in a small group.

Have the students read the rest of the book and complete
their Graphic Organiser. On completion, have the students
reread the whole book in preparation for the final reading
session. Say: Be ready to talk about your thinking and to discuss your
questions and wonderings with the group.

Have students demonstrate a situation, not covered in the
book, where motion happens e.g. sliding a book across the
table. They then explain why the book behaves as it does
according to the laws of nature.

Encourage the students to talk about what they did to help
themselves as readers. Ask: What words did you come across that
were unfamiliar to you? What strategies did you use to work out what
they meant?

Speaking and listening

• Provide practical, systematic easy-to-implement instructional plans

Vocabulary
Have students return to their Graphic Organiser and check
the words they recorded against dictionary definitions.
How accurate were their word-solving attempts? Have the
students write these words in sentences of their own.

Visual literacy
Have students discuss the use of arrows throughout the
book. Why were these included? Do they add meaning to the
text? Does this visual device work well? Why or why not?

Download the template at
www.WorldWiseReading.com.au/teacherresources
Encourage the students to talk about their ideas with a
partner. Use the template to remind the students about the
structure of an explanation. Say: You will need to make a general
statement about the laws of nature. Then introduce each force’s action
in a logical order.
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• All movement happens because of the application of a force
• Gravity is a force that exists between all things
• Pushes and pulls must overcome gravity and friction to move objects
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Content vocabulary

acting, cancel, combined, energy, exert, forces, friction, glide, gravity, hulls, invisible, laws of nature,
movement, plunge, pull, push, rubbing, sledding, slide, smooth, suspense

• E
 stablish a reading focus with explicit links
to the science curriculum for each book

Invite students to ask their own questions.

Say: Read chapter 2 to yourself. When you have finished, discuss
your thinking with your partner. Ask: What have you learned about
the laws of nature? What forces act on you when you run down a hill?
What helps you to move? What helps you to stop? How does running
down a snow-covered hill change this?
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Colours
The Vocabulary Starter Colours
provides direct support for the
vocabulary used in the Flying
Start to Literacy Stage 1 books
Come and Look! and Fish.

Flying Start Vocabulary Starters support the development of:
• oral language
• reading
• writing.
They reflect the vocabulary needs of children in the first few
years of school (key vocabulary) and have direct relevance to
students’ everyday lives and interests. As well, these words
support the curriculum, including science and social studies:
This card can be:
• read as a book
• opened up into a chart
• folded to reveal single images one at a time.
Flying Start to Literacy Vocabulary Starters can be used:

Vocabulary Starter

• to introduce new vocabulary
• as a word bank – display opened out on a notice board
as a writing resource.
• as a stimulus for discussion e.g. What colours do you know?
• to support ELL students by linking spoken and written
vocabulary with clear photographs
• to build confidence using vocabulary.

T

Developing oral vocabulary

Developing reading vocabulary

Developing writing vocabulary

Getting started

Getting started

Writing sentences

Talk about the way that colour can be used to describe things.
What things are black? What things are orange? What other colour
words are there? Develop a list that includes colours that are
not on the Vocabulary Starter (e.g. grey, brown, aqua, purple).

Introduce the word on each card. Point to the photograph and
ask: What colour is this? Can you see the word that says “red”?
Ask the students to look at the word. What do you notice about
this word?

Memory game

Draw out information about:

Play the game “Spotto” in small groups. To play, display a
group of six similar objects of different colours (e.g. six toy
cars). While one student turns away, another student removes
one item from the group. The first student must spot what is
missing. Encourage students to say: The black car is gone.

• word shape
• number of letters
• first letter e.g. Whose name in the class has the same first letter?
• other words that sound like the word.

Have students write about their favourite colour. Provide the
sentence stem: My favourite colour is … (e.g. red, blue, yellow,
orange, black).

Repeat with other words.

Have students write each word from the Vocabulary Starter
using a pencil of that colour (e.g. yellow written in yellow
pencil).

Vocabulary Starter

Key vocabulary: black blue green orange pink red yellow

Describing words
Provide a range of colour samples (colour cards or charts
from paint suppliers can be useful). Have the students group
the samples by colour. Talk about words that can be used to
describe different hues of the same colour (e.g. light blue, dark
blue, navy blue, sky blue).

Common sayings
Encourage students to talk about feelings that can be
associated with colour. For example, blue is often associated
with sadness. Talk about sayings that use colour. For example,
say: She was green with envy; It was a black day; She saw red;
He was feeling blue. Do people really go these colours? Why do
we use words in this way?

First letters
Mask the key vocabulary words on the Vocabulary Starter
using sticky labels. Ask: What letter do you expect to see at the
start of this word? Unmask to check.

Word and picture match
Write the key words from the Vocabulary Starter onto small
cards. Give each student one of the word cards and ask the
students to match the word to the correct picture on the
Vocabulary Starter and then read the word aloud. Change
cards and repeat.

Sentence stems
Using the Blackline master, finish the sentences by writing
different colour words in the spaces provided. Cut the page
into sentence strips. Give each student a sentence and have
him/her read it and follow the instructions. Pass the sentences
onto the next person and repeat.
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© 2009 EC Licensing Pty Ltd. This work is protected by copyright law, and under international copyright
conventions, applicable in the jurisdictions in which it is published. The trademark “Flying Start to Literacy” and
Star device is a registered trademark of EC Licensing Pty Ltd in Australia and New Zealand.

Spelling

Provide each student with a copy of the Blackline master.
Have him/her fill in the colour words and then have a partner
find the things that are listed. Encourage students to check
their spelling of each colour word against the Vocabulary
Starter.

* Levels indicated by Levels N–V are comparable to the Guided Reading levels of Fountas and Pinnell.
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Blackline master: Coloured things
Get a

Biography

Narrative

✂
Provide a picture of a rainbow to write about. Ask: How could
I describe this rainbow? I want to write the sentence, “I can
see yellow.” Write: “I can see” and then ask: How will I work
out how to write the word “yellow”? Model referring to the
Vocabulary Starter as a resource.

Deforestation

Copy this blackline master at 140%.
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